Volkmann Introduces Electronic Controls for Electro-Pneumatic
Operation of VS and PPC Vacuum Conveyors
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
(June 1, Bristol PA) Volkmann, Inc., a market leader in powder and small particle
vacuum conveying, will introduce a line of electronic timers for electro-pneumatic
operation of their VS and PPC series of vacuum conveyors at Pack Expo Las Vegas,
Booth #7116, September 23-25, 2013.
These electronic-based control timers are
available in multiple models. The basic ET3 and
ET4 models control conveying cycles of the
Volkmann Multijector® VS and PPC series
conveyors using a small PLC controller. Suction
and discharge times are easily changed in the
adjustment menu via the controller’s keyboard.
Settings are password protected and are adjusted
to suit the product being conveyed and the
required transfer rate during start up. Both controllers have the capability to:
• Interface with the client’s PLC (permissive), offering a seamless integration
throughout the production process, allowing the client to control when the
system is available for use. The operator initiates the conveying, upholding
safety requirements for operation.
• Interface with the client’s level probes. This interface can be accomplished
in one of three ways:
1. Fitted in the vacuum receiver to dictate suction cycle by product quantity
rather relying on time of transfer.
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Volkmann Electronic Controls
Add One
2. Located in the source hopper or vessel to confirm material presence for
conveyance. A typical application is where accumulation is required,
such as the recirculation of fines in a roller compactor or for the
collection of overspill, such as that occurring in a seasoning addition
production line.
3. Used beneath the receiver valve in a filler hopper or feeder where
conveying is initiated when the level falls below a designated level.
The ET4 offers the additional advantage of being capable to control a line clearing
valve. Other more complex units, such as the M91, can be used for weighing and
the process integration of production process systems.
For additional information, visit www.VolkmannUSA.com or call 609-265-0101.
About Volkmann
Volkmann engineers and manufactures high quality, high performance vacuum conveyors, bag
dump stations, unloaders and equipment for the safe handling of fine chemicals, granules,
pellets, tablets, food particles and small components. For more information visit
www.volkmannusa.com, or call 609-265-0101.
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